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We read a new part today, but this new part is also a very difficult part.  The reason why

it is difficult for almost everyone is because people get tied up by the words.  People get pulled

to the left and the right by the words and they think in terms of the words and, therefore, the

correct, true way of thinking doesn't manifest.  So, today as well, it is very necessary to be very

careful in how you pick up on Rinzai's words, how you understand them, how you use them. 

 I want you to carefully grasp this scene: Rinzai again climbs up on the high seat and

gives a dharma talk.  What exactly does he say? First, he says, as it is translated in your version,

"The man on the solitary peak has no path by which to leave."  But let's first just take the first

two characters: Ichi Nin, One Person.  What is he talking about with that "One Person"?  If you

say one person then there isn't a second person, is there?  Or maybe, Rinzai is talking about one

person who is in a whole group of two, or three, or four people.  Which way do you understand

it?  

Even these first two words are difficult; that is what I meant by, " This is a difficult talk."

You are not ready to really investigate this koan until you can jump up and face off with Rinzai

and say, "Excuse me, Master Rinzai, but you used this word " One Person", and I want to ask

you, "Does One Person exist truly, or not?"  You may be walking down the road with one, or

two, or three other people, but you are always just one person.  Maybe that's the kind of "One

Person" that Rinzai is talking about?  One person, let's say is walking down the road, but where

is that walking activity truly taking place?  Where is this One Person facing towards as this One

Person walks?  

The first thing that you have to grapple with in this koan is the words, "One Person."

Everyone, of course, would like to think that they are just one person, but don't just think that,
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unconditionally.  Become really clear about that.  Are you one person, or are you, yourself, two

or three or four or five people?    If you could do something all by yourself, as one person, then

you wouldn't need to be helped by God or the Devil. 

 Actually, in reality, we are not alone.  We are not just one person acting alone.  The

woman will always find herself in situations where she needs to be helped by the man.  And, the

man will  always find himself,  sometimes,  in  situations  where he needs to  be helped by the

woman. This "One Person", therefore, is not one person.  This "One Person" is existing together

with all existent beings under the roof of past and future.  It doesn't really matter where you go:

to Europe, to Japan, to America.  Here in America, it is the same.  People have this tendency to

unquestioningly acknowledge the fixated existence of the "I am", one person.  So, when one of

you comes here in front of me and sits there and starts saying this and that from your fixated

position, I feel like saying, " What are you doing here wasting my time?  Just making me hungry.

" If you are really contentedly full, then there is no need to seek or to reject anything.  

People often say to me, "Roshi, I have a question?"  Some people, even as I am going to

ring the bell, they grab my hand and say, "Wait. Just give me another second, Roshi. I have a

question." And some people, when the bell rings, anyway, tears flow from their eyes, and they

say, " Roshi, you just won't answer my questions." If you truly become "One Person", then of

course you will have no questions and you will have no need to push any thing away, either. 

 Often it is asked, "What is Buddha?  What is God?"   It is because you are hungry, it is

because your hara is empty that you have such questions.  But the thing of it is, that you don't

even know that you are hungry.  You don't know that your heart is empty, you don’t even know

that that's why you are asking the questions.  Sometimes, when someone asks me a question I

say, "Why don't you get something to eat?  Why don't you go and fill up your hara and then

come back and see if you have a question?"  But, they don't understand what I am talking about.

They think, "What is he talking about?  I'm not hungry; I don't need to go and eat." And moving

their eyes in total confusion, they leave the sanzen room.  
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You can't really grasp this koan that Rinzai gives us until you can understand clearly that

the "One Person" is not standing alone.  Then, Rinzai goes on and talks about what this one

person does.  This person, in this case, is mountain climbing and the "One Person" has arrived at

the very summit of the mountain.  But, what does he mean by that?  When you arrive at the

Absolute Solitary Peak it is never the case that you got there all by your self.   So, then he says

"susshin ni mchii naku 出身の路無く,” that means there is no path to leave, there is no road to

throw your body off into.  That means there is no way to transcend the peak, but you should have

the strength,  you should be able  to emit  your question to Rinzai  and say,  "  Don't  talk  such

nonsense, Rinzai!"  So, were you capable of forming that kind of wisdom that has that kind of

spirit, the wisdom that has that kind of energy?  If you can't muster up the sort of wisdom that is

really alive like that, that really has spirit like that, then you'll just become the prisoner of Rinzai;

you will just take Rinzai's words, "Here I am at the peak. I can't leave, I'm his prisoner", and

what are you going to do about it?  Please carefully contemplate that. 

You get to the peak and then some time passes, and then it is time to go home.  Maybe

your home is at the foot of the mountain.  It is time to go back, to return to the foot of the

mountain.  On the other hand, it is true that when you reach the Absolute Summit, at that very

moment, everyone has experienced that at that very moment, there is no need to climb further,

and there is  no need to  go down. There certainly  is  a path out of there,  but  everybody has

manifested a self that doesn't need to take that path.  Therefore, you have to find some way to

understand the words, "One Person" in this way.  You have to be able to understand " this One

Person"  means to be a person who has thoroughly experienced that one moment where it is not

necessary to climb any further, and it also is not necessary to go down.  That "One Person" refers

to the Perfect Self. 

You must find a way to grasp Rinzai's words, "One Person", in this case to mean the

Completed Human Being, the Perfected Human Being, the state of having neither self nor other,

the state where self and all others have become one.  If you can't grasp it in that way then,

naturally, you will have doubts about Rinzai's dharma talk.  You will be suspicious of Rinzai's

Dharma talk.     You have to clearly see that Rinzai  is standing up in the position of doing
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Tathagata Zen, as he manifests this koan.  The moment he says "One Person", already he had

pointed to the Complete Self, the Perfected Person, that's the person that is manifesting Zero.

That is the person who is manifesting the state in which tatha-gata and tatha-agata have become

one.  This state is called, as I just said, the Complete State or the Perfect Condition.  Also, in

Buddhism we call this the will-less activity, and also, we call it the Activity of Perfect Wisdom.

So, let's leave off the "One Person" for a minute, and go to the next part, the "Solitary

Peak."  What is Rinzai shouting about when he shouts out, "the Solitary Peak"?  He, of course, is

pointing to the Buddhist Mount Sumeru, which points to the Great Cosmos, itself.   In other

words, this " One Person" has grasped up the entire Great Cosmos, itself.  That is the state in

which both plus and minus are gone.  It is the state that is neither being or non-being.  It isn't a

place where you are seeking good or trying to avoid evil.  And Rinzai says, further, that there is

no path to leave; there is no way to get out of there.  And what he means is that it is totally the

Zero state, there is no self to think about wanting to leave, wanting to go down, or wanting to

climb further.  

There is the koan of Joshu's Mu and there are many, many koans in that same category

and Rinzai has them all firmly in arms when he is giving us this koan.  A different way that

Tathagata Zen sometimes uses to describe this same condition is to call it the manifestation

of True Love. In True Love, there is neither good nor evil.  There is no need to reject or avoid

anything, nor to seek or search for anything; that is the perfect state.  That is what Rinzai is

singing about when he says, "One Person".  It is the working of both plus and minus, together,

that manifests the "One Person". 

Recently, there are a lot of books published commenting on the Rinzai Roku, and I am

sure that the motivation for that publishing is kindness.  They very kindly want to publish those

books and they have many kind things they want to kindly say.  But, in any case, the foundation

of what Rinzai is talking about, the subject he is addressing, you must not forget, is the very way

of being of yourself.  He uses words in the koan and he talks about " a way out", and he says

there in not a way out.  If you only try to grasp this koan through grasping onto those words, you
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will never be able to hold this koan.  If you have graduated from kindergarten Zen and you are

given this koan, your response has to be amazement.   If you are not startled and amazed in

thinking, Wow! That really is the way it is, then you haven't really gotten the koan.

The state that he is talking about includes all beauty and all ugliness, all evil and all good,

all highs and all lows, in it.   This first "One Person" is at the solitary peak, which is Mount

Sumeru, which is the Great Cosmos.  That means that " One Person" has totally experienced the

Great Cosmos, has become the Great Cosmos, has no need to seek or reject anything, and that is

the Absolute Zero Condition.  

So, he talks about this "One Person".  But is there another "One Person" other than that

"One Person"?  It  seems that  he is  saying that there is  another  "One Person" who does the

Complete Activity, because in the very next sentence here comes another Ichi Nin.  What kind of

self is this?  Of course, it should go without saying that this is, also, the Complete Self.  And

Rinzai doesn't leave it up to you to figure it out.  He voluntarily confesses what kind of "One

Person" this one is.  He describes this activity of "One Person" as being the activity of "the busy

crossroads that has neither front nor back".  This is the very alive activity. This is the activity of

plus and minus unifying and facing, unifying and facing, over and over.  When the self and the

Great Cosmos become one, that self no longer needs to look upon the Great Cosmos.  That self

has become the Great Cosmos, there is, therefore, no self looking at the Cosmos, anymore.  In

that state, the self also doesn't need to look upon itself. That state, where self is no longer looking

at itself, is the manifestation of True Love.

But you must see that Rinzai is now going on to say a new sentence, saying that there is

another Complete Self.  So, the second "One Person" is pointing to the reality that plus and

minus inevitably meet each other.  When he talks about the "ten roads crossing in the city", that

is  talking  about  the  human world,  "the  busy  crossroads"  is  the  human world.   Everyone  is

experiencing  this.   Everyone  is  experiencing  meeting  each  other;  you're  never  alone.   Man

always meets woman.  Woman always meets man.  The farmer meets his field.  The fisherman

meets the ocean.  The teacher meets his students.  I recommend that you carefully contemplate
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this place of meeting.  That is the human place.

Rinzai further teaches that the meeting place,  that human place,  has neither front nor

back, has neither past nor future.  All the people in the back are going to experience the world of

the front, and all the people in front are going to experience the world of the back. The self is in

the middle, but that self that is in between is always disappearing, always vanishing.  If that self,

in between, fixates itself, then it will also fixate the back world and the front world, and Zero

will never manifest. Therefore, when Rinzai says, " There is "One Person" in the busy human

city, he goes on to say that there is also neither front nor back, here.  When the back experiences

the world of front, and simultaneously, the front experiences the world of back, isn't that just the

same as plus and minus mutually, simultaneously, experiencing each other? 

 If you think carefully about this and you think about who can think about this, of course,

it is only the "I am" self that can think about these things. That "I am self" will inevitably appear

doing the activity of "meeting at the busy crossroads."   When that meeting takes place, what

kind of state manifests?  This is something that I have told you, over and over.  I have been

repeating myself, endlessly, up until now.  I have been telling you that plus and minus, after

meeting each other, break through each other, and in order to break through each other they each

sacrifice one drop of blood.  It is by giving those one drops of blood that they can overcome their

place of having met.  This giving is just like when you go to a restaurant, you have to leave a tip.

Don't forget the tips. 

It is very important that Rinzai says both of these things.  He says: "You will inevitably

meet in the busy city, but just as inevitably you will manifest that state of having neither front

nor back." Then he goes on and says something more, but this is a really difficult teisho.  It is a

very short teisho.  He has abbreviated this teisho very much; he has left a lot of things out.  And

therefore, because he has abbreviated so much, it is a very complex, intricate, intertwined, sort of

thinking that arises from this teisho.  So, be careful. 

The two meet at the "busy crossroads" and then they then will inevitably manifest the

wisdom that  knows that  they  are  holding this  one and only Cosmos,  together.   The  mutual
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wisdom that both of you are holding the One Great Cosmos, together, is very important.  It is

fine to love each other. There is nothing really wrong with that.  But if the result of that love is

not the wisdom that you are holding one shared thing together, then I am afraid to say, it naive,

idiotic love; it isn't really True Love.  You understand this front-back, no, no-front or back.  That

means that front and back have become one; that means that this state includes both plus and

minus.  When a couple has a child then they will, finally, really understand this.  

So, that is the end of the first scene; the curtain has dropped on the first scene of this

teisho.  So, then the curtain rises again, and there is Rinzai again, standing in front of all of you.

He comes back for the second scene, because he is just so gosh darned kind.  He is like an old

grandmother, he is so kind.  Both are holding their one shared Cosmos together.  He asks, who is

standing in front?  Who is standing in the back?  As I told you, it is inevitable that you will

manifest the wisdom that you are holding one shared universe together.  When you do actually

manifest that wisdom that you are holding one shared universe together, then you will be able to

answer Rinzai's question without any problem, without any effort.  

In this case Rinzai is giving a dharma talk from the high seat, so he steps into the position

of the answerer, as well, and answers his own question for all of you.  Rinzai brings up these two

very great historical figures:  Wei-mo-chieh was the Vimilakirti, the lay person from India, who

was  a  great  bodhisattva.   Fu tashih,  Fu Dashih,  in  Japanese  pronunciation,  was  a  Chinese

Buddhist who was also a great bodhisattva, who helped many people.  Rinzai picks those two

great historical figures up and says, " Don't be impudent and start saying that one of the two is

this, and one of the two is that one!"  He is very strong here.  He says, " Don't be impudent and

start talking about the plus bodhisattva and the minus bodhisattva.”   Rinzai is saying, "Don't be

cheeky and impudent and say that the plus bodhisattva stands behind and the minus bodhisattva

stands in front.”  But, why is Rinzai saying this?  These are really ridiculous things that he is

complaining about.  This is a really difficult part to understand.  

Even if you have passed Joshu's Mu, it will take you another ten years for you to be able

to understand this part.  You have been studying about plus and minus all along, up until now.
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Everybody would like to think that this state is brought about by plus and minus. Everybody

wants to think that the plus and minus bodhisattvas form this condition; everybody would like to

think that, for example,  Wei mo chieh is the plus and Fu tashish is the minus bodhisattva, and

working together, they make this state.  However, even all sorts of thoughts, along those lines,

are still from the point of view of the "I am" self.  They are not the state where subject and object

have totally been annihilated, themselves.  They are still from the "I am" self and the state where

subject and object are completely gone, there is no self.  It is the completely will-less state.  Do

you understand?  

When you are in the state of recognizing the "I am" self, then you will want to recognize

the Absolute in some way.  You will want to personify the Complete Condition and call it the

Dharmakaya, or call it God. What Rinzai is saying here, is that you have to even dissolve that

recognition of God or the Dharmakaya, if you hope to have a real experience.  From this, you

should be able to really get why True Love is such a noble, precious experience. If you want to

talk about nobility, it is True Love that is the most noble.  The manifestation of True Love is

neither good nor evil.  True Love is an activity that acts will-lessly.  That is what we mean by

purity.  That is a sort of purity that is beyond pure or not pure.  That is what I meant about how

hard this part is.  The state Rinzai is trying to describe, if you say that it's God's world or the

Dharmakaya world, it is already a mistake.  You have to totally dissolve the self.  

Everybody wants to acknowledge God.  But, in Tathagata Zen, we say that if you don't

dissolve  that  self  that  wants  to  see  God,  that  wants  to  recognize  God,  then  you will  never

manifest the Complete Person, the One Person.  

終

The end
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